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A number of efficient learning algorithms achieve exact identification
of an unknown function from some class using membership and equiv-
alence queries. Using a standard transformation such algorithms can
easily be converted to on-line learning algorithms that use membership
queries. Under such a transformation the number of equivalence
queries made by the query algorithm directly corresponds to the num-
ber of mistakes made by the on-line algorithm. In this paper we con-
sider several of the natural classes known to be learnable in this setting,
and investigate the minimum number of equivalence queries with
accompanying counterexamples (or equivalently the minimum number
of mistakes in the on-line model) that can be made by a learning algo-
rithm that makes a polynomial number of membership queries and uses
polynomial computation time. We are able both to reduce the number
of equivalence queries used by the previous algorithms and often to
prove matching lower bounds. As an example, consider the class of
DNF formulas over n variables with at most k=O(log n) terms. Pre-
viously, the algorithm of Blum and Rudich provided the best known
upper bound of 2O(k) log n for the minimum number of equivalence
queries needed for exact identification. We greatly improve on this
upper bound showing that exactly k counterexamples are needed if the
learner knows k a priori and exactly k+1 counterexamples are needed
if the learner does not know k a priori. This exactly matches known
lower bounds of Bshouty and Cleve. For many of our results we obtain
a complete characterization of the trade-off between the number of
membership and equivalence queries needed for exact identification.
The classes we consider here are monotone DNF formulas, Horn sen-
tences, O(log n)-term DNF formulas, read-k sat-j DNF formulas, read-
once formulas over various bases, and deterministic finite automata.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A very well-studied formal learning model is the mem-
bership and equivalence query model developed by Angluin
[Ang88]. In this model the learner's goal is to learn exactly
how an unknown target function f, taken from some known
representation class C, classified all instances from the
domain. This goal is commonly referred to as exact iden-
tification. The learner has available two types of queries to
find out about f: one is a membership query, in which the
learner supplies an instance x from the domain and is told
f (x). The other query provided is an equivalence query in
which the learner presents a candidate function h and either
is told that h# f (in which case learning is complete), or else
heshe is given a counterexample x for which h(x){ f (x).
There is a very close relationship between this learning
model and the on-line learning model [Lit88]. In the on-
line learning model the learning session is divided into a set
of trials where in each trial the learner is asked to make a
prediction for some unknown instance x from the domain.
After the prediction is made, the learner is told whether the
prediction is correct and is then able to use polynomial time
(and here a polynomial number of membership queries)
before proceeding to the next trial. Using a standard trans-
formation [Ang88, Lit88] algorithms that use membership
and equivalence queries can easily be converted to on-line
learning algorithms that use membership queries. Under
such a transformation the number of counterexamples
provided to the learner is response to the learner's equiv-
alence queries directly correspond to the number of mistakes
made by the on-line algorithm.
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In the membership and equivalence query model a
number of interesting polynomial time algorithms have
been presented to learn target classes such as deterministic
finite automata [Ang87b], Horn sentences [AFP92], read-
once formulas [AHK89, BHH92a, BHH92b], k-term DNF
formulas [BR92], etc. It is easily shown that member-
ship queries alone are not sufficient for efficient learning
TABLE I
The Numbers of the Equivalence Queries in Our Results
Representation Previous New Lower
class upper bound upper bound bound
k-term DNF (k=O(log n))*
k not known 2O(k) log n [BR92] k+1 k+1 [BC92]
k known k k [BC92]
Monotone DNF
m not known m+1 [Ang88] m&3(1) m&|(1)
m known m&3 \ log m+log nlog n&log log m+ m&3 \ log m+log nlog n&log log m+
Read-k Sat- j DNF
m not known nO(kj ) [AP92] m+1 m+1
m known m m9
Horn sentences
m not known m(2n+1) [AFP92]
m known O \ mnlog m+log n+
-
0 \ mnlog m+log n+
Read-once formulas
over 6, 7, c n [AHK89] O \ nlog n+ 0 \ nlog n+ [BC92]
over Bk n [BHH92b] O \ nlog n+ 0 \ nlog n+ [BC92]
Arithmetic read-once formulas n [BHH92a] O \n log |F|log n + 0 \n log |F|log n +

[BC92]
DFA with n states
n not known n [Ang87b, RS93] O \ nlog n+
n known O \ nlog n+ [BDGW92] 0 \ nlog n+ [BDGW92]
Note. All lower bounds allow the learning algorithm to use unbounded computation time and to propose any hypothesis. Unless stated otherwise,
all upper bounds are for algorithms that use polynomial computation time and uses hypothesis from the given class. For the Boolean classes n is the
number of variables and m is the number of termsclauses. For k-term DNF, k is the number of terms. Note that all upper bounds for an unknown size
parameter can be used when the size parameter is known. Likewise, all lower bounds for a known size parameter apply when the size parameter is
unknown.
* For k=O(- log n) we can obtain this result using k-term DNF formulas as the hypotheses for the equivalence queries. For the remaining cases,
general DNF formulas are used for the equivalence queries.
- With unlimited computation. Furthermore, we note that both this upper bound and the matching lower bound hold for arbitrary DNF formulas.
 The hypothesis class is general DNF formulas.
9 The lower bound holds for m- j(k&1) n2.
 Holds for |F|=o(nlog n).
of these classes, and Angluin has developed a technique
of ``approximate fingerprints'' to show that equivalence
queries alone are also not enough [Ang90]. (In both cases
the arguments are information theoretic and hold even
when the computation time is unbounded.) Our research
extends Angluin's results to establish tight bounds on how
many equivalence queries are required for a number of these
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classes. Maass and Tura n have also studied upper and lower
boundson the number of equivalencequeries required for lear-
ning, both with and without membership queries [MT92].
However, they do not restrict the learner to run in polyno-
mial time, and they count only the total number of queries
rather than the individual number of queries of each type.
Previous work generally makes the assumption that both
types of queries have an equivalent cost to the learner
(namely, constant cost). Thus there was no reason to favor
one type of query over the other. Often in reality, one type
of query is significantly less expensive to implement. In par-
ticular, we are interested in the learning problems in which
membership queries are relatively inexpensive to perform
(i.e., a simple experiment that can be run by the learner),
whereas equivalence queries are expensive (i.e., require a
``teacher's supervision'' to provide a counterexample).
Furthermore, if you view the complexity of the learning
algorithm under the on-line learning model, then reducing
the number of equivalence queries directly corresponds to
minimizing the number of prediction mistakes.
The goal of our work is to establish tight bounds on how
many equivalence queries are required when the learner is
restricted to use a polynomial number of membership
queries. Unless otherwise stated, in all upper bounds we
restrict the learner to use polynomial time and learn with an
algorithm whose output hypothesis comes from the concept
class from which the target is selected. However, all of our
lower bounds place no restrictions on the computation time
of the learning algorithm and allow the learner to propose
any hypothesis of its choice. In several cases we have
obtained a complete characterization of the trade-off
between the number of membership and equivalence queries
needed for exact identification. As an example of the type of
results we have obtained, consider the problem of learning
a formula from the class of DNF formulas over n variables
with at most k=O(log n) terms. Previously, the algorithm
of Blum and Rudich [BR92] provided the best known
upper bound of 2O(k) log n for the minimum number of
equivalence queries needed for exact identification. We
greatly improve on this upper bound by giving an efficient
algorithm that requires at most k+1 equivalence queries if
k is unknown to the learner and at most k equivalence
queries if the learner knows k in advance. This algorithm (as
does Blum and Rudich's) uses equivalence queries from the
class of arbitrary DNF formulas. Using a different techni-
que we have designed an efficient algorithm that uses only
k-term DNF formulas for hypotheses and has the same
upper bound on the number of equivalence queries.
However, in this case we require that k=O(- log n) in
order to run in polynomial time. In addition, these equiv-
alence query upper bounds are tight, in the sense that any
algorithm using a polynomial number of membership
queries (regardless of its computation time or hypothesis
class) must use at least k+1 equivalence queries if k is
unknown (and at least k equivalence queries if k is known).
Table I summarizes our specific results for k-terms DNF
and the other classes that we consider (these classes are
defined in Section 3).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we give additional motivation for the need to
reduce the number of equivalence queries used by a learning
algorithm. Then, in Section 3, we give the needed formal
definitions. The technical details of the remaining sections
are for the most part independent, although Section 6
parallels and refers back to Section 5. In Section 4 we pre-
sent a generalization of the halving algorithm that reduces
the number of equivalence queries required by making use
of membership queries. This is the only positive result that
we describe in which the learner may use unbounded com-
putation time. In addition, it uses hypothesis selected from
outside the given concept class. In Section 5 we give our
results for learning k-term DNF formulas. In Section 6 we
give our results for the class of read-k sat-j DNF formulas.
In Section 7 we give our results for learning the class of
monotone DNF formulas. Next, in Section 8, we present
results for learning Horn sentences. In Section 9 we present
a technique to reduce the number of equivalence queries
needed by any concept class for which there already exists a
polynomial time learning algorithm that uses membership
queries and justifying assignments. A previous reduction
[BHHK91] shows that justifying assignments for n
variables can be generated with n equivalence queries (as
long as the class being learned satisfies the technical condi-
tion of being projection closed). We improve that transfor-
mation, somewhat surprisingly, to show that only nlog n
equivalence queries are required. This improvement
decreases the number of equivalence queries required to
learn read-once formulas over certain bases [AHK89,
BHH92b], arithmetic read-once formulas [BHH92a],
and nonmonotone switch configurations [RS90], giving
bounds that are asymptotically tight. Next, in Section 10 we
present our results for learning deterministic finite state
automaton (DFAs) when the learner has no a prior
knowledge about the number of states in the target
automaton. Finally, we give some concluding remarks and
discuss open problems.
2. MOTIVATION
We now further describe our motivation for reducing the
number of equivalence queries needed to obtain exact iden-
tification. In this work we are able to reduce (sometimes
quite dramatically) the number of equivalence queries
needed to obtain exact identification at the expense of
increasing the computation time and number of mem-
bership queries (although they remain polynomial). Clearly
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being able to prove tight bounds on the number of equiv-
alence queries needed for exact identification is of great
theoretical interest. We now argue that it is also of practical
interest.
As one example consider the situation in which the target
function f measures some observable consequence of the
learner's action. For example, Rivest and Schapire [RS93]
motivate the problem of learning an unknown DFA by the
problem of a robot trying to learn to navigate in an environ-
ment describable by a finite state machine. Here a mem-
bership query represents experimentation by the robot,
followed by an observation of its perceived state after
executing the experiment. Thus, in this context, membership
queries can be made in an unsupervised manner by the
learner interacting with the environment. On the other
hand, an equivalence query requires the intervention of a
teacher to provide a counterexample. For example, there
are some states that the robot can reach only through
specific sequences of actions that it cannot hope to stumble
on through its own experimentation and of which it must be
told by a teacher. In such settings, minimizing the number
of equivalence queries allows the learner to minimize the
supervision needed.
Another motivation comes from the goal of minimizing
the number of prediction mistakes in an on-line learning
model. As we have mentioned, the model of learning with
membership and equivalence queries is essentially equiv-
alent to the on-line learning model when the learner is
provided with membership queries [Ang88, Lit88]. The
conversion of an algorithm A that uses membership queries
and equivalence queries to an on-line algorithm A$ works
as follows. If algorithm A wants to perform some internal
computation or perform a membership query then algo-
rithm A$ will perform the same task. If A wants to make an
equivalence query with hypothesis h, then A$ can just use
hypothesis h to make predictions. If hypothesis h is equiv-
alent to the target no mistakes will occur and the learning
process is done. Otherwise, if algorithm A$ makes a predic-
tion mistake on instance x, then this instance can be passed
to A as a counterexample. Thus, the number of mistakes
made by A$ is just one less than the total number of equiv-
alence queries made by A. Since the primary goal of an on-
line learning algorithm is to reduce the number of mistakes,
the learner is willing to spend additional computation time
and make additional membership queries to reduce the
number of mistakes. Thus minimizing the number of equiv-
alence queries is equivalent to minimizing prediction errors
in an on-line learning model.
Another situation in which we would like to minimize
equivalence queries is the case where the ``learning'' algo-
rithm is being used to interpolate a function that is in fact
already known in some sense (e.g., we have a black box
oracle, a truth table, or a slow simulator whose performance
we hope to emulate) to obtain some desired representation
(e.g., a read-once formula or, equivalently, a circuit of fan-
out 1). In this situation, membership queries may be readily
implementable as substitutions, yet implementing an equiv-
alence query may be much more expensive (or perhaps for
some classes even intractable).
Clearly, there are some other situations in which it is not
desirable to reduce equivalence queries at the expense of
performing more membership queries. For example, in the
classification learning problem of fitting a function to data
points, it is easy to implement an equivalence query (by
testing the hypothesis on the available data), whereas
implementing membership queries is often extremely dif-
ficult. Nevertheless, as we have discussed, there are many
situations in which it is extremely important to minimize the
number of equivalence queries needed to obtain exact
identification.
3. DEFINITIONS
We now formalize the model of learning from mem-
bership and equivalence queries [Ang87a]. The learner
must infer an unknown target concept f chosen from some
known representation class C, which is a set of representa-
tions of functions mapping some domain X into a range Y.
We typically parameterize C as C=n1 Cn , where Cn
is those elements of C that represent functions on n inputs.
For almost all classes studied here C is some subset of
Boolean formulas, n is the number of variables, X=[0, 1]n,
and Y=[0, 1]. For these classes, we assume that the n
variables are v1 , v2 , ..., vn , where the value of vi is given
by the i th bit of the instance. A literal is a variable vi or its
negation v i . For instance, x # X we use xi to denote the i th
bit of x. Thus xi gives the value for variable vi . We shall also
refer to the instances as assignments, since they can be
viewed as functions that assign a domain value to each
variable.
A Boolean formula is said to be monotone if it contains no
negations. A formula is in disjunctive normal form (DNF)
if it is written as the disjunction of monomials (or terms). In
addition, for the classes of monotone DNF and Horn sen-
tences we use v1 } } } vk to denote the term v1 7 } } } 7 vk . The
principal non-Boolean class considered here is the class of
DFAs. In this case n is the number of states in the minimum-
state DFA that represents the target regular language, m is
the length of the longest counterexample provided to the
learner, X consists of all strings from the given alphabet,
and Y is [0, 1].
The learning criterion expected here is that of exact iden-
tification which is achieved by the learner if it can infer a
concept that is logically equivalent to the target concept
on all instances in X. In addition, we want the learning
algorithm to be efficient. Namely, the running time of
the algorithm should be bounded above by a polynomial
function of the size of the smallest representation from C
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equivalent to f and of the dimension of the domain (i.e., n)1
and the length of the longest counterexample that is ever
provided to the learner.
Let f (x)=1 denote that formula f is true for instance
x # X and f (x)=0 denote that f is false, for instance, x # X.
The learner is provided with two types of queries with which
to learn about f. A membership query MQ(x) for x # X
returns ``yes'' if f (x)=1 and returns ``no'' if f (x)=0. An
equivalence query, Equiv(h), takes a hypothesis h # C
returns ``yes'' if h is logically equivalent to f or returns a
counterexample otherwise.2 A positive counterexample x is
one for which f (x)=1, but h(x)=0. Likewise, a negative
counterexample is one for which f (x)=0 but h(x)=1.
If C is a representation class, we define E (C, q) to be the
minimum worst case number of equivalence queries made
by any polynomial time algorithm that uses at most q mem-
bership queries to identify C. (That is, an algorithm A that
exactly identifies C and never makes more than q mem-
bership queries when doing so, must make at least E (C, q)
equivalence queries when run for some target f # C.
Furthermore, there is some such A that achieves this bound
when run on any target from C.) Observe that this quantity
typically decreases as q increases. We let E (C) denote the
minimum number of equivalence queries made by any poly-
nomial time algorithm to identify C (making a polynomial
number of membership queries). Likewise, when the learner
is not restricted to use polynomial time we let EU (C, q)
denote the minimum number of equivalence queries needed
to obtain exact identification when at most q membership
queries are made. Finally, EU (C) denotes the number of
equivalence queries needed to obtain exact identification
using unlimited time when a polynomial number of mem-
bership queries can be made.
Here is a summary of the representation classes we study
in this paper:
k-term DNF. This is the class of DNF formulas having
at most k terms. Angluin gave a polynomial time identifica-
tion algorithm for the special case when k is constant
[Ang87a], and Blum and Rudich have since given a more
efficient algorithm that runs in polynomial time for
k=O(log n) [BR92].
Read-k Sat- j DNF. A DNF formula is a read-k sat- j
DNF formula if every variable appears at most k times, and
every assignment satisfies at most j terms in the formula.
The class of read-k sat- j DNF formulas was proved to be
learnable by Aizenstein and Pitt [AP92]. Their algorithm
uses n3( jk) equivalence queries.
Monotone DNF. This is the class of monotone DNF for-
mulas. These were proved to be efficiently learnable by
Valiant [Val84] and Angluin [Ang88]. We use m to denote
the number of terms in the target formula. A polynomial
time learning algorithm can use time polynomial in n and m.
Horn sentences. These are the conjunction of implica-
tions each of the form vi1 } } } vim  vj . It is easily shown that
an algorithm for learning the class of Horn sentences can be
modified to learn the class of DNF formulas in which at
most one variable may appear negated per term. Thus this
class can be viewed as a generalization of the class of
monotone DNF formulas. Angluin, Frazier, and Pitt give
a polynomial time algorithm to learn Horn sentences
[AFP92]. For this class m denotes the number of Horn
clauses in the sentence, and a polynomial time algorithm
can use time polynomial in n and m.
Read-once formulas. These are Boolean formulas in
which each variable may appear just once (i.e., at a single
leaf when the formula is expressed as a tree with operations
on the internal nodes and variables at the leaves). Angluin,
Hellerstein, and Karpinski give a polynomial time exact
identification algorithm for the formulas over the operators
(or basis) [6, 7, c] [AHK89], and Bshouty, Hancock,
and Hellerstein have extended this to more complicated sets
of Boolean functions, including the set Bk of all functions on
k or fewer inputs (for an arbitrary constant k) [BHH92b].
Our results also apply for the class of nonmonotone switch
configurations [RS90] and arithmetic read-once formulas
over the basis of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division over a field F [BHH92a].
DFAs. These are deterministic finite automata represen-
ting regular languages over some alphabet 7. These
languages can be viewed as functions from 7* to [0, 1], and
an efficient exact identification algorithm is due to Angluin
[Ang87b] and has since been improved by Rivest and
Shapire [RS93]. Here we let n denote the number of states
in the minimum-state automaton that represents the target
language. We let m denote the length of the longest coun-
terexample provided by the adversary during the learning
session.
A variation that we explore here is whether the learner is
given the size of the target representation before the learning
session begins (i.e., for the Boolean classes is m known, and
for DFAs is n known?). For previous work aimed mainly at
proving tractability, this is not an important distinction,
since there is a generic conversion from an algorithm that
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1 This measure of efficiency in terms of the encoding of the target func-
tion is what makes it necessary to define learnability in terms of a class of
representations rather than a class of functions. Different representation
classes may represent the same class of functions with varying efficiencies.
For example, DFAs which are a relatively inefficient encoding of regular
sets are learnable, whereas NFA's, which represent the same set more
efficiently and hence give a potential learning algorithm a smaller budger,
are not.
2 Often the notion of an equivalence query is generalized so that the lear-
ner can propose any polynomially evalutatle hypothesis. While almost all
of our positive results apply for the more stringent definition we have given,
the negative results hold even under this more general model.
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knows the size of the target to one that does not
[HKLW88]. However, for our precise bounds this dif-
ference can be important, and for some classes we obtain
different results depending on whether or not the size of the
target is known a priori. This issue does not affect the
asymptotic results for DFAs, nor does it matter for read-
once formulas (whose size is always O(n)). But for
monotone DNF it becomes significant in the case where m
may be superpolynomial in n, and for the k-term DNF it
turns out that an extra query is necessary and sufficient if k
is unknown. For Horn sentences the relationship is more
complex.
In this paper log denotes the logarithm base 2, and ln
denotes the natural logarithm.
4. A GENERALIZATION OF THE HALVING ALGORITHM
In this section we consider a generalization of the halving
algorithm [BF72, Lit88] in which we can reduce the
number of equivalence queries required by allowing the
learner to make membership queries. In the section we do
not bound the computation time of the learner, and the
hypotheses proposed need not come from C. However, the
learner is still limited to make a polynomial number of
membership queries.
Theorem 1. For any finite concept class C and any
q2 ln |C|, EU (C, q)log|C|(log q&log ln |C| ).
Proof. For a finite set of concepts C and ! # [0, 1] we
define C!(x0)=[ f # C | f (x0)=!]. In Fig. 1 we give an
algorithm to learn any class C with unlimited computation
time using at most log |C|log (1(1&:)) membership
queries and log |C|log (1:) equivalence queries for
any 0<:12. In this algorithm, a membership query is
performed if there exists an instance x # X for which both
C0i (x) and C
1
i (x) have cardinality at least : |Ci |. Thus,
each membership query allows the learner to eliminate at
FIG. 1. An generalization of the halving algorithm that uses mem-
bership queries to reduce the number of equivalence queries.
least : |Ci | of the remaining concepts. If for all x # X either
C0i or C
1
i has cardinality less than : |Ci | then, just like
in the standard halving algorithm, the learner uses the
majority vote hypothesis. However, instead of just being
assured that half of the elements of Ci are eliminated, here,
at least (1&:) |Ci | concepts are eliminated. Thus it
immediately follows that this algorithm uses at most
q=log |C|log (1(1&:)) membership queries at most
log |C|log (1:) equivalence queries.
Using the standard inequality x log elog (1(1&x)) it
follows that qlog |C|(: log e), which we rewrite as
:ln |C|q. Substituting this upper bound on : into the
upper bound on equivalence queries derived above gives the
bound claimed for EU (C, q). K
For most of the classes we study, |C| is exponential, thus
by setting q=log d+1 |C|log e (for d1) it immediately
follows that in such cases, we can reduce the number of
equivalence queries to log |C|d log log |C| from the log |C|
of the halving algorithm, while still using only a polynomial
number of membership queries.
Observe that for Horn sentences |C|=O((n+1)m 2mn)
and for arbitrary DNF formulas |C|=O(3mn). Further-
more, for both classes it can be shown that |C|=0(2cmn) for
some constant c. To see this lower bound consider the class
of monotone DNF formulas in which each term contains
exactly n2 variables. For this class there are ( nn2) possible
terms, and all possible subsets of these m terms represent
logically distinct formulas. Thus we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 2. For C the class of Horn sentences or the
class of DNF formulas,
EU (C)=O \ mnlog n+log m+ .
In Section 12 we show that both of these results are
asymptotically tight, by giving a matching lower bound for
the class of Horn sentences.
5. k-TERM DNF FORMULAS
Bshouty and Cleve [BC92] prove that k equivalence
queries are required to learn a k-term DNF formula when
the learner knows k a priori and that k+1 queries are
required when k is not known in advance (the extra query
comes because the algorithm does not know when to stop
looking for new terms). We now give algorithms that match
these lower bounds.
In this section, we first present an algorithm for learning
k-term DNF formulas in which the running time and the
number of membership queries are n(log n)O(1) 2O(k), which
is polynomial when k=O(log n). In this algorithm the
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FIG. 2. The deterministic version of the BlumRudich algorithm to
learn k-term DNF formulas.
hypotheses for the equivalence queries are general DNF for-
mulas. The number of equivalence queries when k is known
is k, and k+1 otherwise. We then present an algorithm that
uses the same number of equivalence queries as above, but
for which the hypotheses are k-term DNF formulas. For
this algorithm the running time and the number of mem-
bership queries are n2O(k2)(log n)O(k), which is polynomial
when k=O(- log n).
Our algorithms are based on the algorithm of Blum and
Rudich [BR92], which we now briefly summarize. The key
processing of the BlumRudich algorithm can be encap-
sulated as a procedure Procedure-terms that when given a
positive example x, produces c=2O(k)(log n)O(1) terms, one
of which is the target formula f.3 Furthermore, this term is
satisfied by x. This procedure runs in time nc and uses at
most nc membership queries, and no equivalence queries.
The deterministic version of their algorithm works as shown
in Fig. 2, where f =T1 6 T2 6 } } } 6 Tk . Their algorithm
uses 2O(k)(log n)O(1) equivalence queries, mainly to produce
the needed negative counterexamples. Our goal is to reduce
this number to k+1.
Observe that most of the equivalence queries used by the
Blum and Rudich algorithm are used to produce the needed
negative counterexamples. We reduce this number to k+1
by simulating the negative counterexamples. Suppose we
call Produce-terms(x), for a positive counterexample x, and
let T=[T1 , ..., Tc] be the terms returned. Our goal is to
drop from T any term T that does not imply f (i.e., is
satisfied by some negative example for f ). If we can achieve
this, and hence add to h only those terms that imply f, then
when we next ask Equiv(h) we are guaranteed to get a
positive counterexample. Let T be a term (not equivalent to
false) and let h be a DNF formula. We define the projec-
tion hT of h as the DNF formula obtained by replacing every
variable v # T by 0 if it is negated and by 1 otherwise. We
have the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let h be a DNF formula and T0 a term. Then
T0 implies h iff hT0 is a tautology (i.e., equivalent to true).
An (n, k)-universal set is a set of Boolean n-tuples
[b1 , ..., bt][0, 1]n such that every subset of k bit posi-
tions (or variables, in our context) assumes all of its 2k
possible assignments in the bi 's. Naor and Naor [NN90]
give an explicit construction of an (n, k)-universal set of size
t=O(k 23k log n).
Lemma 2. Let S be an (n, k)-universal set, and let f be a
k-term DNF formula. Then f is a tautology if and only if
f (a)=1 for all a # S.
The proofs of these lemmas are trivial and thus are
omitted here. Thus, to remove the terms in T that do not
imply f, we simply use the (n, k)-universal set to check if a
term T implies f. Our algorithm is described in more detail
in Fig. 3. Observe that the number of membership queries
needed to remove such terms is just O(k 23k log n)the size
of the universal set.
Since each iteration of our algorithm h implies f, after k
calls to Produce-terms h will contain all terms of f, therefore
f implies h, so h# f. If k is known then there is no need for
the (k+1)th equivalence query. So the number of equiv-
alence queries is k+1 if k is not known, and k if it is known.
The number of membership queries is n(log n)O(1) 2O(k).
Thus we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 3. There is a polynomial time algorithm that
exactly identifies an unknown k-term DNF formula using
n(log n)O(1) 2O(k) membership queries and k equivalence
queries whose hypotheses may be arbitrary DNF formulas (or
k+1 queries, if k is not given as an input to the algorithm).
Now we present an alternate algorithm that in addition
to reducing the number of equivalence queries to k+1 (or
k, if k is known a priori), also makes these queries on
hypothesis that are k-term DNF formulas (versus arbitrary
DNF formulas). We first describe a parallel version of our
algorithm in which there are k+1 parallel rounds of equiv-
alence queries, but the total number of queries is cO(k),
where c=2O(k)(log n)O(1). We then show how to make the
algorithm sequential in such a way to reduce the number of
equivalence queries to k+1 (by reducing the number of
equivalence queries in each round to 1).
FIG. 3. Our refinement to BlumRudich algorithm.
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5.1. A Parallel Greedy Algorithm
We begin with an informal description of our parallel
algorithm. Let x be a positive example of f. If we call Proce-
dure-terms(x) we get c terms T(1)=[T (1)1 , ..., T
(1)
c ], one of
which is guaranteed to be a term in f (without loss of
generality say T1). We now continue performing the follow-
ing step in parallel on all these terms. For each T # T(1)
make the equivalence query Equiv(T ). If the counterexam-
ple x is negative then T is a ``bad'' term and thus we can quit
working on it. Otherwise (so f (x)=1), call Produce-
terms(x) to get another c terms, T(2)=[T (2)1 , ..., T
(2)
c ], one
of which is guaranteed to be a term in f. Furthermore, since
T1 # T(1), it follows that some other term from f (say T2) is
in T(2).
We now work in parallel on all formulas of the form
T (1)i 6 T
(2)
j for 1i, jc making an equivalence query or
each one. As before, if the counterexample is negative
we stop working on that formula. Otherwise we give the
counterexample as input to Produce-terms and get another
c terms one of which is a new term in f. After k such parallel
phases we will have a set of k-term DNF formulas, one of
which is the target formula. Finally, we use equivalence
queries to find which formula is the target. Thus in sum-
mary, there are k phases and in phase i there are at most ci
i-term DNF formulas, one of which contains i terms from f.
In addition, note that we get these formulas independently,
in the sense that getting some i-term DNF formula does not
depend on getting other i-term DNF formulas.
We now analyze the complexity of this parallel algorithm.
The total number of DNF formulas produced in the
k phases (and thus the total number of equivalence
queries made) is at most ki=1 c
icO(k). The number of
membership queries is ncO(k) 2O(k)(log n)O(1). Thus the
above algorithm learns k-term DNF formulas in Angluin's
restricted model (where each hypothesis comes from the
class being learned, k-term DNF) in sequential time
ncO(k) 2O(k)(log n)O(1)=n 2O(k2)(log n)O(k).
5.2. Reducing the Number of Equivalence Queries
The idea for reducing the number of equivalence queries
is the following. Suppose we have two i-term DNF formulas
h and h$, and we want to run an equivalence query for both.
Instead, we test whether h#h$. If this is the case then we can
drop one of them. Otherwise, we find an assignment y for
which (without loss of generality) h( y)=0 and h$( y)=1.
We then perform a membership query to see if y is a
negative or positive example. If y is a negative example then
h$ can be discarded and we ask an equivalence query with h.
Otherwise y is a positive counterexample for h and we per-
form an equivalence query for h$.
Using this idea we reduce the number of equivalence
queries in phase i from ci to 1 (the last i-term DNF formula
has no other i-term DNF formula to be compared with, so
we ask an equivalence query with it). On the other hand, the
number of membership queries is increased by ci&1. If k is
known then there is no need to ask an equivalence query in
the k th phase, because the formula to pass the last test is
guaranteed to be the largest formula. Otherwise, we need an
equivalence query for the k th phase as well, and then the
number of equivalence queries is k+1.
All that remains now is to give an algorithm that tests
whether two k-term DNF formulas are equivalent. We shall
use the following lemma in addition to Lemmas 1 and 2.
Lemma 3. Let h=T1 6 } } } 6 Tj and h$=T $1 6 } } } 6
T $j $ be DNF formulas. Then h#h$ iff Ti O h$ and T $i $ O h, for
each 1i j and 1i $ j $.
The proof of this lemma is trivial and thus is omitted here.
By Lemma 1 we reduce the problem of testing these implica-
tions (or finding a counterexample) to that of testing tautol-
ogy for a k-term DNF formula. As above in Lemma 2, this
is efficiently done by checking the elements of an (n, k)-
universal set.
Theorem 4. There is an algorithm that exactly identifies
an unknown k-term DNF formula using n 2O(k2)(log n)O(k)
membership queries, n 2O(k2)(log n)O(k) time, and k equiv-
alence queries (or k+1, if k is not given as an input to the
algorithm).
6. READ-K SAT-J DNF FORMULAS
A DNF formula is read-k if every variable appears in it at
most k times, and it is sat- j if every assignment satisfies at
most j terms in it. The class of read-k sat- j DNF formulas
was proven to be learnable by Aizenstein and Pitt [AP92].
The running time of their algorithm is O(n4kj+2j+2) and the
algorithm uses at most k(n j+2+n j+1) membership queries
and at most kn2kj+j+1 equivalence queries.
In Section 6.1 we show how to modify the Aizenstein and
Pitt algorithm to decrease the number of equivalence
queries to m (the number of terms in the target formula)
when m is given a priori to the learner, or to m+1 if m is not
known. Both the running time and the number of mem-
bership queries in our algorithm are n3(kj). We have also
developed a lower bound on the number of equivalence
queries needed to learn read-k sat- j DNF formulas
[BGHM93]. The lower bound is m (or m+1, if m is not a
priori) for m- j(k&1) n2 and k>1, and it is j (or j+1,
if j is unknown a priori) for k=1. The first lower bound
holds for jk=o(n(log n)2), and the second holds for
j=o(nlog n).
Let Read-k Sat- j DNFn represent the class of read-k sat- j
DNF formulas on n variables, and let Read-k Sat- j DNFn, m
be the subclass of those formulas that have at most m terms.
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6.1. An Upper Bound for Read-k Sat-j DNF Formulas
The algorithm of Aizenstein and Pitt [AP92] shares the
same high level structure as the Blum and Rudich algorithm
to learn k-term DNF formulas, shown in Fig. 2. Recall that
the main processing of that algorithm is encapsulated in a
subroutine Produce-terms that takes a positive example x
and produces a set of terms, one of which is in the target for-
mula f and is satisfied by x. For this version of Produce-
terms, the set of terms returned is of size nO(kj ), and the
dominant use of equivalence queries is to provide negative
examples that eliminate incorrect terms. As with the k-term
DNF algorithm, we eliminate the need for such equivalence
queries by showing that polynomial time computation and
membership queries can detect whether a term indeed
implies the target formula (in the sense that only positive
examples can satisfy the term). Since each call to Produce-
terms returns a set of terms that includes one from the target
formula not present in the previous hypothesis, it follows
that the algorithm needs only m positive counterexamples.
Thus by removing the need for negative examples we prove
our bound (if m is not known a priori the algorithm needs
an additional final query to detect equivalence before
termination).
We first present some definitions from Aizenstein and
Pitt. A term is almost satisfied by an assignment x with
respect to a literal v if v is the only literal in T that is assigned
0 by x. We denote the assignment x with literal v fixed to 0
(respectively, 1) as xv  0 (respectively, xv  1). The sensitive
set of x is defined by sensitive(x)=[literal v | x assigns 1 to
v and f (x){ f (xv  0)]. Thus, if v # sensitive(x), flipping v in
x changes the value of f. An instance x is said to be an
i-invariant of an instance y if the number of bits on which x
and y disagree is at most i. For a term T, let lits(T ) denote
the set of literals in T.
Thus we need just show how to determine whether a term
T logically implies an unknown read-k sat- j DNF formula
f (denoted T O f ). Given a term T and a DNF formula f,
we define the projection fT to be the formula obtained from
f by replacing every literal that appears in T by the
constant 1 and every literal whose complement appears by
the constant 0.
Let T be a term and let f be the target read-k sat- j DNF
formula. By Lemma 1, T O f if and only if fT is a tautology.
We now show a series of lemmas that lead up to a result
showing that we can efficiently test whether fT is a tautology
using membership queries (without knowing f ).
Lemma 4. Let f be a read-k sat- j DNF formula and let T
be a term. Then fT is a read-k sat- j DNF formula.
Proof. Since fT is formed from f by deleting terms and
literals, clearly it is read-k. For an example x, let xT be the
example obtained by setting all literals that appear in T so
that they are satisfied. We prove that fT is read- j by observ-
ing that if x satisfies j $> j terms in fT , then xT satisfies j $
corresponds terms in f, which is a contradiction. K
Thus, equivalence testing is reduced to testing via mem-
bership queries whether a read-k sat- j DNF formula is a
tautology. Before showing how this is done, we first give two
preliminary results (the first restates Lemma 7 of Aizenstein
and Pitt).
Lemma 5 [AP92]. Let x be an example satisfying a
read-k sat-j DNF formula f. There are at most 2kj literals v
for which there is a term in f almost satisfied by x with respect
to v .
The following analogous lemma covers the case when x
falsifies f.
Lemma 6. Let x be any assignment falsifying a read-k
sat-j DNF formula f. There are at most 2(k+1) j literals v
for which there is a term in f almost satisfied by x with respect
to v .
Proof. Let T be the term that is satisfied by example x
and no other instances (i.e., T contains literal vi if xi=1 and
literal v i if xi=0). Now let f $= f 6 T. Note that f $ is read-
(k+1) since f is read-k and by adding T we added one
occurrence for every variable. Also note that f $ is sat- j (since
none of the examples that satisfy any terms in f satisfy T,
and vice versa). Now x is a positive example for f $, so
Lemma 5 states that there exist at most 2(k+1) j literals v
for which there is a term in f $ that is almost satisfied by x
with respect to v . Since every term in f is also in f $, the
lemma follows. K
We now state the result that allows efficient tautology
testing on read-k sat- j formulas.
Theorem 5. Let f be a read-k sat- j DNF formula and let
x be any assignment. Then f is a tautology iff f (x$)=1 for
every 2(k+1) j-variant x$ of x.
Proof. We consider the two directions of the claim:
(O) This direction is trivial, for if f is a tautology then
its value is 1 on every input.
(o) Suppose f is not a tautology. We will produce a
2(k+1) j-variant of x that falsifies f.
Since f is not a tautology, there is an example y for which
f ( y)=0. If y is a 2(k+1) j-variant of x then we are done. So
assume that y is not a 2(k+1) j-variant of x. Let
V( y)=[literal v | there is a term in f that is almost
satisfies by y with respect to v ],
D(x, y)=[literal v | x assigns 0 to v and y
assigns 1 to it].
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By Lemma 6 we have that |V( y)|2(k+1) j, and by our
assumption that y is not a 2(k+1) j-variant of x,
|D(x, y)|>2(k+1) j. Therefore, there exists a literal
v # D(x, y)&V( y). Since y falsifies all terms in f and since
v  V( y), the assignment y$=yv  0 still falsifies f. Moreover,
by Lemma 6, we know that |V( y$)|2(k+1) j, and
|D(x, y$)|=|D(x, y)|&1, since y$ and x both assign 0 to v.
If |D(x, y$)|>2(k+1) j, we can repeat the same process:
find a literal in v # D(x, y$)&V( y$), flip it in y$ to get new
assignment y" that falsifies f, and so on. This process can be
repeated until we get an assignment x$ that falsifies f and for
which |D(x, x$)|2(k+1) j. This x$ is a 2(k+1) j-variant
of x (since |D(x, x$)|2(k+1) j ), and it falsifies f, so we are
done. K
To summarize our algorithm to learn read-k sat- j DNF,
we modify the processing of the main loop to consider only
those terms returned by Produce-terms that logically imply
the target formula. In order to test if a term T implies f, we
check if fT (x$)=1 for every 2(k+1) j-variant x$ of any
assignment x (e.g., pick x to be all 0's). The number of mem-
bership queries needed for every test is ( n2(k+1) j)n
2(k+1) j.
Produce-terms is called mkn times (m is the number of
terms in f ), and every time it returns at most ( n2kj) terms.
Therefore, the number of additional membership queries
needed is at most n2(k+1) jn2kj=n4kj+2j. The additional
running time is clearly n3(kj ).
Thus we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 6. E (Read-k Sat- j DNFn)=m+1 and E
(Read-k Sat- j DNFn, m)=m, for j, k constant.
This result is obtained using arbitrary DNF hypothesis.
A trick analogous to that of the previous section can be
applied to get an algorithm that uses only read-k sat- j
hypothesis, but the algorithm will no longer be polynomial
time in this case (since both the size of the set returned by
Produce-terms and the number of times that routine is
called can grow at least linearly in n).
7. MONOTONE DNF FORMULES
In this section we let monotone DNFn represent the class
of monotone DNF formulas on n variables, and we let
monotone DNFn, m be the subset of those formulas that
have at most m terms. A learning algorithm is allowed time
and membership queries polynomial in n and m (although
for the former class m is not known to the learner a priori).
7.1. Lower Bounds
To prove lower bounds on the number of equivalence
queries required to learn monotone DNF formulas, we
prove the following key lemma demonstrating a trade-off
between membership and equivalence queries. The proof
uses an adversary argument to show that for a certain sub-
class of monotone DNF formulas, membership queries
reveal relatively little information.
Lemma 7. E (Monotone DNFn, m , q)m&d for any
0<d<n satisfying (wndx)d>q+m&d.
Proof. For ease of exposition we consider the case
where d divides n evenly. We prove the result holds for the
following subclass of monotone DNF formulas. The target
formula includes the following d terms that partition the
variables into d blocks of size nd (we call these the ``fixed''
terms, since we give them to the learner in advance):
T1=v1 v2 } } } vnd
T2=vnd+1 vnd+2 } } } v2nd
b
Td=v((d&1)d ) n+1 } } } vn .
The remaining terms T=[Td+1 , ..., Tm] will each include
all but one of the variables from each Ti with id (so each
such term contains n&d variables). All the monotone DNF
formulas obtainable in this fashion represent distinct func-
tions. The task of the learner, then, is to decide whether each
of the possible (nd )d terms of the specified form are in the
target formula.
Each time the learner makes a membership query on an
instance x # X, the adversary replies:
1 if x satisfies one of Ti , ..., Td (or a
f (x)={ previous query has stated f (x)=1),0 otherwise.
Thus when the adversary says f (x)=1, the learner has
obtained no new information. When the learner is told
f (x)=0, then x can satisfy at most one potential choice for
a term in T, so the learner's only new information is that
one particular term is not in f.
The target formula contains up to m&d initially
unknown terms. The membership queries may eliminate
up to q of the possible terms, but there are at least
(nd )d&q>m&d remaining terms about which the learner
has no information. And m&d of these terms may appear in
f in any combination.
When the learner makes an equivalence query on some
hypothesis h, the oracle replies ``no'' if it can return a coun-
terexample of one of the following types:
1. f (x)=1, for an example x that satisfies
T1 6 } } } 6 Td , but has h(x)=0.
2. f (x)=0, for an example x that has two variables from
some one of T1 , ..., Td set to 0, but has h(x)=1.
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3. f (x)=0, for an example x that has exactly one
variable from each of T1 , ..., Td set to 0 but has h(x)=1
(and for which we have not already stated that f (x)=1).
4. f (x)=1, for an example x that has exactly one
variable from each of T1 , ..., Td set to 0 but has h(x)=0
(and for which we have not already stated that f (x)=0).
In cases 1 and 2 the learner gains no new information.
Case 3 is like the membership queries, where our negative
counterexample eliminates just one particular term. In
case 4, the learner has been able to discover a single new
term from the target formula. Thus m&d equivalence
queries are required before the remaining terms of f can be
discovered by the learner. K
We apply this lemma to prove lower bounds for both
cases where m is known or unknown. We first consider the
case in which m is a known input parameter for the learner.
Theorem 7.
E (Monotone DNFn, m)m&% \ log m+log nlog n&log log m+ .
Proof. To prove this consequence of Lemma 7, we pick
d=%((log m+log n)(log n&log log m)) and let the num-
ber of membership queries q be an arbitrary polynomial
function of m and n. To apply the lemma it suffices to show
that for n sufficiently large, (nd )d>poly(m, n). Taking the
logarithms of both sides, we get that the requirement is that
d(log n&log d )>O(log n+log m). If m is polynomial in n
then this will hold if d(log n&log d )>O(log n) which is
true since d=|(1) and d=o(n). Likewise if m is super-
polynomial in n the given inequality holds. K
In the case where the learning algorithm is not given an
a priori upper bound on the number of terms, we may prove
a slightly stronger result.
Theorem 8. For any 0<kn<n&|(log n) with
limn   kn=, then for n sufficiently large
E (Monotone DNFn)m&kn .
FIG 4. An algorithm to learn monotone DNF with m&k equivalence queries and O(k(nk)k+mn)2 membership queries.
Proof. Pick d=kn . If at any point after having made e
equivalence queries the algorithm has made a number of
membership queries superpolynomial in n and e (answered
by the strategy above), the adversary decides there is only
one more term in f, which means the algorithm has made
superpolynomial number of membership queries. Thus the
algorithm can only ever make a number of membership
queries polynomial in n. The result follows since (nkn)kn
grows superpolynomially. K
7.2. Upper Bounds
In this section we describe an algorithm that matches the
above lower bounds. We begin by briefly describing
Angluin's algorithm [Ang88] for learning a monotone
DNF formula using at most m equivalence queries. A prime
implicant of a Boolean formula f is a conjunction t (not con-
taining contradictory literals) such that t implies f, but no
proper subset of t implies f. For general DNF formulas the
number of prime implicants may be exponentially larger
than the number of terms. But for monotone DNF for-
mulas, the number of prime implicants is bounded above by
the number of terms in the formula. Furthermore, the prime
implicants of a monotone function include no negated
variables.
Given this observation, there is a fairly straightforward
exact identification algorithm due to Angluin [Ang88]
(based on a previous PAC learning algorithm of Valiant
[Val84]). We use each equivalence query to find a new
prime implicant. Our current hypothesis is the disjunction
of all known prime implicants (initially the always false
hypothesis). Then each counterexample x can be used to
find a new prime implicant by walking it towards the all
zeros example (using membership queries to decide which
variables should be set to 0). It is easy to see that the result-
ing example will satisfy exactly the variables of some new
prime implicant. This technique requires m+1 equivalence
queries and mn membership queries.
A simple optimization allows us to find the first prime impli-
cant without making an equivalence query. Monotonicity
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implies that if the target formula is not identically 0 then
f (1n)=1 (1n is the all 1's example). This can be used to find
the first term, reducing our equivalence query requirement
to m. That observation gives us the special case (for k=0)
of an algorithm we present in Fig. 4. This new algorithm can
reduce the number of equivalence queries by an arbitrary
number k. This savings is at a cost of time and membership
queries exponential in k, but this will be enough to show
that our previous lower bounds are tight.
Theorem 9. There is an exact identification algorithm
for monotone DNF formulas that takes as input n and a non-
negative integer k<m and learns the target formula using
m&k equivalence queries and O(k(nk)k+mn2) time and
membership queries.
Proof. This algorithm (shown in Fig. 4) finds k+1
prime implicants of f before making any equivalence
queries. The key observation is that as long as we have dis-
covered at most k prime implicants, then if there is any
counterexample there will be one that has only k variables
set to 0 (and we can exhaustively test all possible such coun-
terexamples, of which there are fewer than (enk)k). This is
because any positive counterexample fails to satisfy our k
prime implicants. Given that such a counterexample exists,
there is some set of k or fewer variables covering our prime
implicants that are set to 0 in the counterexample, and given
that those variables are 0 in some positive counterexample,
the example that has only those variables set to 0 will still
be both a positive example and a counterexample. Thus for
the first k terms, we use brute force enumeration to find
counterexamples. After this we use m&k equivalence
queries to learn the remaining m&k&1 terms in the
standard manner. K
Based on this technique we prove two upper bounds for
learning monotone DNF formulas. In the case where m is
not known, the learner needs m&3(1) equivalence queries.
When m is known, we prove that the number of queries is
reduced to m&3((log m+log n)(log n&log log m)). Note
that these bounds differ only when m is superpolynomial in
n. They both follow from Theorem 9 by substituting the
appropriate quantities for k.
Corollary 10. For any constant c>0, E (Monotone
DNFn)m&c.
Corollary 11. For any constant c>0, E (Monotone
DNFn, m)m&c((log m+log n)(log n&log log m)).
8. HORN SENTENCES (AND DNF)
In this section we let HornSentencen represent the set of
Horn sentences over n variables, and we let HornSenten-
cen, m be the subset of those formulas that have at most m
clauses. From Corollary 2 we have an upper bound on the
number of equivalence queries needed when computation
time is unlimited, but only a polynomial number of mem-
bership queries are allowed. In this section we show a
matching lower bound that shows that no fewer equivalence
queries (modulo big-oh notation) will suffice unless there
are a superpolynomial number of membership queries. The
question of whether this lower bound can be achieved by a
computationally efficient algorithm remains open.
8.1. Lower Bound
Suppose that for some c>0 there is an algorithm that
learns the class of Horn sentences in time less than (mn)c+1.
In this section we prove our lower bound by considering the
following subclass of Horn sentences. Let d=W (c+1)
(log n+log m)X and q=wn2 dx. Divide the 2 dq variables
v1 , ..., v2 dq into q blocks of which contains 2 d variables.
Specifically, for 1iq, block Bi will contain variables
v2 d(i&1)+1 , ..., v2 di . Given a vector x we use x[Bi] to denote
the portion of x that corresponds to block Bi . That is, x[Bi]
contains x2 d(i&1)+1 , ..., x2 di .
For each of the q blocks of variables we will construct a
Horn sentence in the following manner. Let y1 , ..., y2 d be the




( y2 j&1 y2 j  y(2 j+1) mod 2 d)
7 ( y2 j&1 y2 j  y(2 j+2) mod 2 d).
So, for example, if d=3 we have
Pi=( y1 y2  y3)( y1 y2  y4) } } } ( y5 y6  y1)( y5 y6  y2).
Observation 1. For 1iq, 1 jd, Pi has the
property that if both variables in any pair y2 j&1 , y2 j are 1
then it will be false unless all 2 d variables are 1.
Let S(dq)/[0, 1]2 dq be the set of bit strings for which
each consecutive disjoint pair consists of a 1 and a 0. That
is, S(dq)=[(s1 , ..., s2 dq) | (s2 j&1 , s2) is (0, 1) or (1, 0) for
1jdq]. For any vector s # S(dq) define I(s)=[ j | sj=1],
and for each s # S(dq) let
Rs=\ j # I(s) vj+ 0.
Observation 2. For any x # [0, 1]2 dq and s # S(dq),
Rs(x)=0 if and only if xj=1 for all j # I(s).
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Finally, for s1 , ..., st # S(dq), let Fs1, ..., st=P1 7 } } } 7
Pq 7 Rs1 7 } } } 7 Rst , and let
C=[Fs1, ..., st | s1 , ..., st are in S
(dq) and are distinct].
Theorem 12. For m&n=0(m), E (HornSentencesn, m)
=0(mn(log n+log m)).
Proof. We prove that the above lower bound holds for
the class C defined above. Since the number of clauses in
each Pi is 2 d, there are 2 dq<n clauses in P1 7 } } } 7Pq so
fix t=m&2 dq. Since
tq=(m&2 dq) q(m&n) q=0 \ mnlog n+log m+ ,
the desired result will follow if the adversary can force the
learner to make tq equivalence queries before obtaining
exact identification.
Let f be the target function. Observe that the learner
knows P1 7 } } } 7 Pq before the learning session begins.
The goal of the adversary is to ensure that each equivalence
query (combined with a polynomial number of membership
queries) will only help the learner to determine one block of
some si (i.e., one of si [B1], ..., si [Bq]). Since there are tq
such blocks, once this goal is achieved the result will follow.
For ease of exposition, we further divide s1 , ..., st each
into q blocks each containing 2 d bits. We denote these
blocks by b1 , ..., bq , bq+1 , ..., b(t&1) q , b(t&1) q+1, ..., btq . The
adversary's strategy in answering the membership and
equivalence queries will be such that after e equivalence
queries the learner will know only b1 , ..., be but has gained
no information about be+1 , ..., btq . We say that bl is known
if le and unknown if l>e.
Let D (e)l denote the values for bl that are consistent with
all examples seen by the learner after e equivalence queries
have been answered. During the proof we will often focus on




l | l=( j&1) q+i for 1jt].
Note that for all j, D (0)j =S
(d ) and, thus, |D (0)j |=
2d(mn)c+1 at the beginning of the learning session.
Let e be the number of equivalence queries that have been
answered so far in the learning session. The adversary will
maintain the following invariants:
1. For 1le, D (e)l =[bl]. That is, b1 , ..., be are
known.
2. For 1l1<l2e, D (e)l1 & D
(e)
l2 =<. That is, b1 , ..., be
are disjoint.
3. For l>e, (D (e)1 _ } } } _ D
(e)
e ) & D
(e)
l =<. That is,
b1 , ..., be are not included in the set of candidates for
be+1 , ..., btq .
4. For D1 , D2 # D (e)Bi such that |D1 |>1 and |D2 |>1,
D1=D2 . That is, all unknown values in a given block have
the same set of candidates remaining.




l for w>e. That
is, once bl is known Dl does not change.
6. Let Qe be the number of membership and equivalence




Notice that since Qe<2(mn)c, it follows that
|D (e)l |(mn)
c for l>e. We now define the strategy that will
be used by the adversary to respond to the queries. Each
query will enable the learner to determine only one of the tq
blocks b1 , ..., btq and further can eliminate at most one
element from each D (e)l for l>e. Thus the adversary can
force tq equivalence queries as desired.
After e equivalence queries have been answered, r=weqx
is the largest j such that sj is completely known, and
p=e&qr is the index of the last known block within sr+1.
Let Ie be the indices of the elements of sr+1 that are known
to be 1. That is, Ie=[ j | j # I(sr+1[Bi]) for 1ip]. Now
let




Thus Re* contains all the variables whose corresponding
indices in sr+1 are known to be 1 and all the variables
corresponding to the unknown elements in sr+1 .
Observation 3. The antecedent of Re* is a superset of
the antecedent of Rsr+1 and thus Re*(x) = 0 implies that
Rsr+1(x)=0.
Let ge(x)=P1(x)7 } } } 7Pq(x)7Rs1(x)7 } } } 7Rsr(x)7
Re*(x). Applying Observation 3 it follows that for 1etq,
if ge(x)=0 then f (x)=0.
Answering a Membership Query. For each membership
query, MQ(a), the adversary responds as follows:
Case MQ1. ge(a)=0. In this case the adversary replies
0. Since ge(a)=0 implies f (a)=0 no information is given to
the learner by this answer.
Case MQ2. ge(a)=1 and there exists i # [1, ..., dq]
such that (a2i&1 , a2i)=(0, 0). In this case the adversary
returns 1. Since (a2i&1 , a2i)=(0, 0) it follows that Rs(a)=1
for any s, and thus no information is given to the learner by
this answer.
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Case MQ3. ge(a)=1 and for all i # [1, ..., dq],
(a2i&1, a2i){(0, 0). Since Pi (a[Bi])=1 for all blocks i,
by Observation 1 we know that a[Bi] is either all 1's or an
element of S(d ). If a[Bi] contained all 1's for 1iq, it
would follow that Re*(a)=0. Thus, there exists an i0 such
that a[Bi0] # S
(d). The adversary returns 1 and removes
a[Bi0] from the set of candidates for all blocks bl that are
not known and correspond to Bi0 . That is, for all D # D
(e)
Bi0
such that |D|>1, update D  D"a[Bi0].
Answering an Equivalence Query. For each equivalence
query, Equiv(h), the adversary responds as follows:
Case EQ1. There exists a vector a such that h(a)=1
and ge(a)=0. The adversary will handle this situation just
as it did in Case MQ1 where the learner asked the mem-
bership query MQ(a) for which ge(a)=0. Finally, to main-
tain the invariants, the adversary selects an arbitrary
u # D (e)e+1 and sets D
(e+1)
e+1  u. Let p=e&qweqx. For
each D (e)l # D
(e)
Bp such that |D
(e)
l |>1, the adversary sets
D(e+1)l  D
(e)
l "[u]. Also e is incremented in all other D
(e)
l .
Case EQ2. There exists a vector a such that h(a)=0
and ge(a)=1. The adversary will handle this situation just
as it did in Cases MQ2 and MQ3, where the learner asked
the membership query MQ(a) for which ge(a)=1. As in
Case EQ1, the adversary then updates the candidate sets to
maintain the invariants.
Case EQ3. h#ge . In this case we will take advantage of
the fact for all l, D(e)l satisfies the invariants. Observe that all
updates made in the above cases preserve these invariants.
By Invariant 4 it follows that for all D1 , D2 # D (e)Bp for which
|D1 |>1 and |D2 |>1, D1=D2 , where p is the block num-
ber of be . That is, be corresponds to sr+1[Bp], where
r=weqx. For any such D # D (e)Bp for which |D|>1 select
some u # D and set sr+1[Bp]=u. Consider the example x in
which x[Bi]=12 d for i{p and x[Bp]=u. By Invariant 3,
u  D (e)j for j<e, and thus it follows that h(x)=1. Since
R*e+1(x)=0 it follows that ge+1(x)=0 and thus x can be
returned as the counterexample. Finally, as in Case EQ1,
the adversary updates the candidate sets to maintain the
invariants. K
9. READ-ONCE FORMULAS OVER VARIOUS BASES
In this section we prove an upper bound on the number
of equivalence queries needed to identify read-once for-
mulas. This is achieved as a consequence of a more general
result, showing that an algorithm that makes use of equiv-
alence queries only to generate justifying assignments
(defined below) needs to make only O(nlog n) queries. This
is an improvement from a previous technique that uses n
queries [AHK89, BHHK91] and immediately gives us
improved upper bounds for various classes of read-once
formulas and nonmonotone switch configurations. These
upper bounds are tight from the work of Bshouty and Cleve
[BC92].
In this section we consider the following classes of read-
once formulas [BHH92a, BHH92b, RS90]. Let ROFn(B)
denote the set of read-once formulas whose gates are labeled
with functions from B (the ``basis''). We let Bk denote the
basis of all boolean functions over k inputs, for a constant
k. Let SwitchConfigurationsn denote the set of n element
switch configurations (in the general nonmonotone case
where the sign of each switch is not known a priori). Let
AROF(F)n (+, _, , &) denote the class of n variable
arithmetic read-once formulas over the basis of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division in the field F (for
this non-Boolean class, the inputs are variables or constants
from F, and the output is a value in F _ [, 00]).
It follows from the work of Bshouty and Cleve [BC92]
that
E(ROFn(AND, OR, NOT ))=0(nlog n)
E(ROFn(Bk))=0(nlog n),
E(SwitchConfigurationsn)=0(nlog n)
E (AROF(F)n (+, _, , &))=0 (n log |F|log n)
when
|F|=o(nlog n).
9.1. Generating Justifying Assignments with O(nlog n)
Equivalence Queries
We now describe a technique of generating justifying
assignments with O(nlog n) equivalence queries that can
then be used to get algorithms that match the above lower
bounds. We start with a few definitions. A class C is closed
under zero projection if for any function f # C, fixing some
variables of f to 0 produces a function still in C. A justifying
assignment for an input variable is an instance whose
classification changes if the value of the variable is changed.
Among other things, the justifying assignment is a witness
to the fact that the given variable is relevant.
Define the vector lm to be (l, ..., l
m
), where l # [0, 1, C]. For
an input vector x=(x1 , ..., xn) and a set of variables
V=[vi1 , ..., vik], we denote x(V )=(xi1 , ..., xik) (i.e., the
input vector in the lower dimensional space induced by the
variables V ). A partial assignment is an input setting that
assigns C to some of the variables (to indicate the variable
is unassigned). For a partial assignment p and an assign-
ment a, we will denote by p | a the assignment that replaces
the stars of p with the corresponding values in a. For a par-
tial assignment p and a Boolean function f we define
fp(a)=f ( p | a). For an assignment a and a variable v the
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FIG. 5. An algorithm to use only nlog n equivalence queries to generate justifying assignments.
assignment b=acv is the assignment that satisfies
b(v)=ca(v) and b(v$)=a(v$) for any variable v${v.
Given two assignments a and b such that f (a){ f (b), the
procedure Walk a towards b is a procedure that continues
to flip its in a that are different from b, while keeping
f (a){ f (b). The procedure generates a new assignment
a$ such that for any variable v, if a$(v){b(v) then
f (a$cv){ f (a$).
We now describe a standard transformation [BHHK91]
to produce a set of justifying assignments using n equivalence
queries. The transformation makes use of an algorithm
[BHHK91] for learning the class of read-once formulas
using membership queries and justifying assignments. Sup-
pose we have justifying assignments for some subset Y of the
variables (initially empty), and suppose those justifying
assignments all agree on setting the variables in V"Y
to 0. Then if p is the partial assignment that sets to C all
variables in Y and to 0 all variables in V"Y, we can use the
membership and justifying assignment algorithm for C to
learn a hypothesis h equivalent to fp (the condition that C
is closed under zero projections implies that fp is in C). We
then make an equivalence query on h. If we get a coun-
terexample y then h( y)= fp( y){ f ( y), and we can use Walk
y towards p | y to find a justifying assignment for one or
more new variables. We then repeat with a p assigns values
to strictly fewer variables, and when p=Cn we are done.
We now present an improved transformation that finds
justifying assignments for at least 0(log n) new variables
with each equivalence query. Recall that an (n, k)-universal
set is a set [b1 , ..., bt][0, 1]n such that every subset
of k variables assumes all of its 2k possible assignments in
the bi 's.
Theorem 13. Let C be a class that is closed under zero
projections. If C is learnable in polynomial time from M(n)
membership queries, given justifying assignments for all






Proof. The algorithm for this reduction is shown in
Fig. 5. As before, there is a main loop, where each iteration
begins by running the membership query and justifying
assignment subroutine to learn an h# fp for the p that
assigns 0 to the variables in V"Y, using known justifying
assignments for the variables in Y. But before we ask the
equivalence query h# f, we also learn a family of fpi 's deter-
mined by an (n, w(=4) log nx)-universal set of size tn=.
We define fpi (for i=1 to t) to be the partial assignment that
sets the variables in V"Y as in the i th element of the univer-
sal set. In other words, every possible assignment of values
to some subset of w(=4) log nx variables from V"Y is
realized by some fpi . To learn each fpi , we test whether
fp(x)=fpi (x) for all justifying assignments in A and for all
the membership queries made by the justifying assignment
algorithm when learning fp . If this is the case then that algo-
rithm outputs the same hypothesis for both target functions,
and the correctness of the algorithm implies that fp# fpi . If,
however, we find some fp(x){ fpi (x) this implies (by defini-
tion) that f ( p | x){ f ( pi | x), and since those examples agree
on all variables in Y, using Walk we can find a new justify-
ing assignment without making any equivalence queries.
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Now we argue that if all fpi 's are equivalent to fp , and we
make an equivalence query on h, then we shall be able to
find 0(log n) new justifying assignments from the coun-
terexample. We start by walking our counterexample y
towards p | y, to give us at least one new justifying assign-
ment. After this walk we will have y$ for which
f ( y$){ fp( y$), and y$ is a justifying assignment for all the
variables Y1/V"Y on which y$ differs from p | y$. If
|Y1 |w(=4) log nx, we are done. If not, then there is some
pi that agrees with y$ on all the variables in Y1 . But we know
fpi # fp , so f ( y$){ fpi ( y$). We now Walk y$ towards pi | y$,
and we are guaranteed that we find justifying assignments
for variables in V"(Y _ Y1). Call these variables Y2 . If
|Y1 |+|Y2 |w(=4) log nx, again, we are done. If not we
can repeat with a different pi that agrees with y$ on Y1 _ Y2 ,
and so on. The bounds in the statement of the theorem
follow from straightforward analysis. K
Applying the above technique to previous algorithms
[AHK89, BHH92a, BHHK91, RS90] we obtain the
following result.
Corollary 14. The quantities E (ROFn(AND, OR,
NOT )), E (ROFn(Bk)), and E (SwitchConfigurationsn) are
all O(nlog n).
In all these cases the transformation adds a factor of
O(n1+=) membership queries and running time to the
original algorithm and saves a factor of w(=4) log nx equiv-
alence queries.
9.2. Arithmetic Read-Once Formulas
We now consider the class of arithmetic read-once for-
mulas AROF(F)n (+, _, , &). There is a polynomial time
identification algorithm for this class that uses membership
queries and n equivalence queries [BHH92a]. When the
size of the field F is at least 2n+5 then the algorithm does
not use equivalence queries at all (however, the algorithm is
randomized in this case). The lower bound, established by
Bshouty and Cleve [BC92], of 0(n log |F|log n) on the
number of equivalence queries holds when the size of F is
o(nlog n). It is an open problem whether equivalence
queries are essential when the size of F falls in the gap
between 3(n) and 3(nlog n). The upper bound on the
number of equivalence queries that we show here is
O(nlog n), which is tight when the size of F is o(nlog n).
The algorithm uses equivalence queries only to generate
justifying assignments, but it is not immediately obvious
that we can apply our techniques because of the difficulty of
non-Boolean variables.
We need to make only a slight change in our algorithm
Find-JA-Loop to make it work for arithmetic read-once for-
mulas. We want the universal set generated in the first step
in the algorithm to be over all values in F. That is, every
subset of k variables assumes all its |F| k values in the
universal set. Having made this change, the algorithm Find-
JA-Loop learns the target arithmetic read-once formulas.
Instead of dealing with a universal set that contains
values from F, we work with a universal set that contains
only 0's and 1's, in which the values of F are represented in
binary. Since we want the universal set to contain all values
in F, we need log |F| bits to represent every value. We look
at the columns of the set as being divided into blocks of
log |F| columns each, each block corresponds to a value in
F. The number of columns needed in the universal set is
therefore n log |F|. We want that every subset of size k of
the variables assumes all its possible field values, so we
require that every k log |F| columns in the universal set
assume all the possible (binary) values. Thus, the universal
set needed is an (n log |F|, k log |F| )-universal set, and its
size is
23k log | F | log (n log |F| ).
We want this quantity to be polynomial in n, so
23k log | F | log (n log |F| )nc,
for some constant c. Taking the logarithm of both size and





Using this k, every iteration of the Find-JA-Loop finds
justifying assignments for k new variables. The number of
iterations (or, equivalently, the number of equivalence







which matches the lower bound.
One last remark is that after building the (n log |F|,
k log |F| )-universal set, we translate the strings in every
block to values in F (this would make the rest of the algo-
rithm cleaner).
Corollary 15. For any field F, E (AROF (F)n
(+, _, , &)) is O(n log |F|log n).
10. DETERMINISTIC FINITE STATE AUTOMATA
In this section we present asymptotically tight bounds on
the number of equivalence queries needed to learn DFAs.
Let n denote the number of states in a minimum-state DFA
that represents the target regular language U, and let
k=|7 |. For s1 , s2 # 7, we denote the concatenation of s1
and s2 by s1 } s2 . To distinguish between the situations in
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which n is known or unknown to the learner, let DFAn, 7
denote the case when n is known and DFA7 denote the case
in which n is not known. We also use m to denote the length
of the longest counterexample received by the learner.
10.1. Previous Work
Balca zar, Diaz, Gavaldi, and Watanabe [BDGW92]
have studied the query complexity of learning DFAs. We
now summarize the key idea of their algorithm which is
itself a modification of Angluin's original algorithm
[Ang87b]. For x # 7*, we define #(x)=1 if and only if
x # U. An observation table [Ang87b], denoted by
(S, E, T ), records the value of #(x) for x # (S _ S } 7) } E.
Here S and E are subsets of 7
*
that define the rows and
columns of the table (S stands for ``states,'' and E for
``experiments''). We denote the row of table (S, E, T )
labeled by s # S _ S } 7 by row(s). We say that (S, E, T )
is closed if for all s$ # S } 7 there exists an s # S such that row-
(s$)=row(s). We say that (S, E, T ) is consistent if
whenever s1 , s2 # S satisfy row(s1)=row(s2), then for all
a # 7 row(s1 } a)=row(s2 } a). Using membership queries,
Angluin's algorithm updates the current observation table
(S, E, T ) so that it is both closed and consistent. Let
M(S, E, T ) as the DFA over alphabet 7 with state set
Q=[row(s) : s # S], initial state q0=row(*), accepting
state set F=[row(s) : s # S, #(s)=1] and transition func-
tion $(row(s), a)=row(s } a). Angluin has shown that
M(S, E, T ) is a well defined minimum-state DFA that
correctly classifies all strings represented in (S, E, T ). Next
Angluin's algorithm makes an equivalence query using
M(S, E, T ) as the hypothesis. If a counterexample is found
then at least one new state is guaranteed to be found and the
procedure is repeated.
Let 7h=[x # 7*: |x|h]. The algorithm given by
Balca zar et al. modifies Angluin's algorithm by having the
observation table record #(x) for x # (S _ S } 7 f (n)) } E
(versus x # (S _ S } 7 } E ), where f (n) is any function of n,
Balca zar et al. then prove that each counterexample enables
their algorithm to find at least f (n) new states of the target
DFA. Thus their algorithm makes at most nf (n) equiv-
alence queries while making at most |7| f (n) } p(n, m, |7| )
membership queries where p( } , } , } ) is some polynomial.5




=O \ nlog n+ .
Observe that it is crucial to their result that the learner
knows n. Furthermore, as a corollary to a more general
lower bound result that appears in their paper they obtain
that
E (DFAn, 7)=0(nlog n).
10.2. Our Results
In this section we first present a lower bound proof show-
ing that E (DFAn, 7)=3(nlog n). While this result is not
a new result, we have developed a simpler proof for this
specific result (versus the proof of Balca zar et al. for a more
general result). Note that this lower bound holds even when
there is no restriction on the time or hypothesis class used
by the algorithm and the learner knows n a priori.
Theorem 16. For any constant c1, E (DFAn, 7, nc&1)
w(n&2)c logk nx.
Proof. Let L be an arbitrary string of n&2 elements
from 7. We let L[i] denote the i th element of L. For ease
of exposition when defining the transition function, let
L[n&1] denote some special symbol that is not in 7 Let
A[1, 2, ..., w(n&2)(c logk n)x]. The adversary will select
L and A as the learning session progresses. The target
regular language, U, is defined by the following n-state
DFA. The state set Q=[0, ..., n&1], the initial state q0=1,
accepting state set F=[i(c logk n)+1 | i # A], and the
transition function $ is defined as
$(0, _)=0 for all _ # 7 (so state 0 is a dead state)
$(q, _)=0 for all q # Q, _{L[q]
$(q, _)=q+1 for all q # Q, _=L[q].
The adversary will respond ``no'' to every membership query
asked by the learner. We now describe how the adversary
can respond to the i th equivalence query, hi . Observe that
since the learner makes less than nc membership queries,
there exist some string Li from 7* of length c logk n that
does not appear in the i th set of c logk n positions of any
strings given to the membership oracle. The adversary then
uses Li as the ith block of c logk n characters of L. Finally,
we want to classify the string L1 } L2 } } } Li so that it is a
counterexample to hi . Observe that the target DFA is
designed so that on input L1 } } } Li , it ends in state
qi=1+i(c logk n). Thus the adversary can just place i into
A if and only if hi does not accept L1 } } } Li . Then L1 } } } Li
can be returned as the counterexample to the equivalence
query.
The above argument can be applied as long as
iw(n&2)(c logk n)x, giving the stated lower bound. K
We now show how to extend the upper bound
E(DFAn, 7)n(c log n)=O(nlog n) to hold even when
the number of states, n, in the target DFA is not provided
to the learner. No such result was previously known.
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Theorem 17. Let U be the unknown regular language
over 7 that can be represented by an n state DFA, let k=|7 |,
and let clog n be some constant. Then
E (DFA7)- n \1& 2log n++ 2nc log n| .
Proof. We use an algorithm like that given by Balca zar
et al., except that we replace the observation table recording
#(x) for all x # (S _ S } 7c log n) } E by one that records #(x)
for all x # (S _ S } 7c log w) } E, where w is the maximum of
the base of the logarithm and the number of states in the
previously conjectured DFA.
From the proof of Balca zar et al. it follows that each of
the first - n equivalence queries enables the learner to find
at least c new states of the target. For the remaining portion
of the algorithm w- n thus each additional equivalence
query enables the learner to find at least (c2) log n new
states of the target. Thus the number of equivalence queries
used by the learner is at most
- n+
2(n&c - n)




c log n| . K
11. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This work has established some sharp bounds for a
variety of the most basic classes for which exact identifica-
tion algorithms are known. It is perhaps surprising that we
had such success in proving matching lower and upper
bounds, particularly since the lower bounds hold under
the most favorable conditions for learning (arbitrary
hypotheses and superpolynomial time), while the upper
bounds, in general, hold under the most restrictive
(hypotheses must be in the class to be learned, polynomial
time is required). The one exception to these sharp bounds
is for Horn sentences, where it remains an open problem
whether our tight upper bound given unlimited computa-
tion can be achieved by a polynomial time algorithm.
Other open problems include applying these techniques
to find tight bounds for other classes for which polynomial
time exact identification algorithms are known, such as
decision trees [Bsh93], and read-twice DNF formulas
[AP91, Han91, PR93].
Another interesting problem is how the use of member-
ship queries can reduce the number of equivalence queries
needed to learn classes that can in fact be learned with
equivalence queries alone, such as k-DNF. For k-DNF,
Littlestone's algorithm uses O(kl log n) equivalence queries,
where l is the number of terms [Lit88]. A lower bound
is n log n. The gap is still open, even with using member-
ship queries although if l is known, our generalized halving
algorithm uses O(kl log n(log kl+log log n)) equivalence
queries.
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